
SWEET HOME CHICAGO  

TRADITIONAL/ROBERT JOHNSON 

INTRO and BASIC FORM: 
 
|E7    |A7    |E7    |E7    | 
 
|A7    |A7    |E7    |E7    | 
 
|B7    |A7    |E7    |B7    | 
 
VERSE 1: 
 
     E7      A7                     E7    E7 
Come on,     baby don't you want to go 
     A7      A7                    E7    E7   
Come on,     baby don't you want to go 
          B7 
Back from the land of California 
      A7          E7      B7 
To my sweet home, Chicago 
 
VERSE 2: 
 
E7      A7                     E7    E7 
Come on,     baby don't you want to go 
A7      A7                    E7    E7   
Come on,     baby don't you want to go 
          B7 
Back from the land of California 
      A7          E7      B7 
To my sweet home, Chicago 
 
VERSE 3:  WITH BREAKS  2 SLASH MARKS // MEANS BREAK) 
 
E7 //                      A7 //                      
Two and two is four babe, four and two is eight 
E7 //                E7 // 
Come on now darlin', don't you make me late 
           A7                              E7 
I'm cryin' please, baby, don't you want to go 
              B7 
Back from the land of California 
      A7          E7      B7 
To my sweet home, Chicago  
 
INSTRUMENTAL: 
 
||: E7  | E7  |  E7  |  E7   | 
 
|   A7  | A7  |  E7  |  E7   | 
 
|   B7  | A7  |  E7  |B7   :|| 
 



VERSE 4: 
 
E7 //               A7 //                      
One and one is two, two and two is four 
E7 //                  E7 //                                          E7 
I'm heavy loaded baby, I'm booked, I gotta go 
           A7                              E7 
I'm cryin' please, baby, don't you want to go 
              B7 
Back from the land of California 
      A7          E7      B7 
To my sweet home, Chicago  
 
INSTRUMENTAL: 
 
||: E7  | E7  |  E7  |  E7   | 
 
|   A7  | A7  |  E7  |  E7   | 
 
|   B7  | A7  |  E7  |B7   :|| 
 
VERSE 5: 
 
E7           A7                     E7    E7 
Come on,     baby don't you want to go 
A7      A7                    E7    E7   
Come on,     baby don't you want to go 
          B7 
Back from the land of California 
      A7          E7      B7 
To my sweet home, Chicago 
 
 
OUTRO: 
 
| E7  | E7  |  E7  |  E7   | 
 
| A7  | A7  |  E7  |  E7   | 
 
| B7  | A7  | E7 A7 |B7 E7 | 
 
 
 
             BLUES ENDING #1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Sweet Home Chicago” is a standard Blues 
Shuffle that every blues musician should 
know how to play.  It’s likely to be called 
at every blues jam and has been called “the 
national anthem” of the blues. It is 
credited to Robert Johnson – a seminal 
blues guitarist that supposedly sold his 
soul to the devil down by the crossroads so 
that he could be the greatest guitarist.   
 
Ø  In the Key of E (the people’s key) use 
the E blues scale for solos 

Ø  Standard I IV V form with a “quick IV” 
on the second measure 

Ø  Traditional Blues stops/breaks on verse 
3 and verse 4 

Ø  Solos played over the form 
Ø  Turnaround is played using the V chord 
Ø  Classic Blues ending #1 

 
  


